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"Man is a social animal." Who said se? 
1. ' 

V[A) Comte 

[BJ Aristotle 

[CJ Plato 

[DJ Karl Ma.tx 

2 . Who has described, society as a web of 
social relationships? 

[A} Ogburn 

[BJ Comte 

i' 
( . 

0Cl Maciver 

[D} None of them · · 

4. Which of the following is 
characteristic of primary group? 

[AJ Intimacy 

[BJ Closeness 

(CJ Familiarity 

~/fDJ Impersonality 

not a 

group ' was s. The term 'reference 

introduced by 

Jf'AJ Rbbert K. Merton 

. [BJ H. M . Johnson 

[CJ Horton and Hunt 

[DJ M. Ginsberg 

6. Who has conceived the power as the 
chance of men to realize their own will 
in a communal action even against the 
resistance of others who are 
participating in the action? . 

'\/fAJ Max Weber 

[BJ Karl Marx 

[CJ R. K. Merton 

3. Who coined the term 'primary group'? [D] None. of them 

[AJ Comte 7. Who introduced the term 'Folkways' in 
sociological literature? 

[BJ Ginsberg 
[A] Simmel 

Jc; Cooley 
[BJ Merton 

[C] Sherif 

[DJ None of them V(o] Sumner 
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s. Recurring pattern of social behaviour is 
considered as 

(Al norm 

(BJ deviance 

vfCJ soc,ial structure 

(DJ values 

9. Non-conformity to a set of norms is 

known as 

(A) crime 

[B} habit 

\./(C} deviance 

lD} None of the above 

10. The long established habits and usages 
of people is called 

(AJ norm 

(B] ritual 

~ custom 

[D] manner 

11. A secondary group is regulated by __ 

rules. 

(A) informal 

vfBJ forinal 

[CJ natural 

[DJ. personal 
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12. Knowledge 
culture. 

is an example of -

[A) material 

v(a) non-material 

[CJ explicit 

(D] None of the above 

13. Which one of the follo~g is not an 
element of community? 

(A) Territory 

[BJ We-feeling 

~] Cultural diversity 

[DJ Self-sufficiency 

14. The acceptance of cultural goals and 
the legitimate or approved means of 
achieving them is referred to as 

J social conformity 

[B] social control 

(C} deviance 

[D] norm 

[ P.T.O. 
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US. Which is not a 
stratification? 

(A} Religion 

[BJ Class 

[CJ Caste 

[DJ Gender 

form of social 

16. Religion, marriage, family and caste are 
examples of 

{A} social values 

\ ,'BJ social institutions 

[C} social norms 

(D) social segments 

' I 

17. Who has propounded that the primary 
groups are the nursery · of human 
nature? 

(AJ C. H. Cooley 

(BJ G. H. Mead 

[CJ Karl Marx 

[DJ None of them 

l/SOCG/01/ 16/148-A 
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th following is not an 
Which one of e . 18

• 'alisation? agency of soc1 

[A) Family 

[BJ School 

[CJ Peer grpup 

. '( {DJ Court 

19. "Values are general standards, and ma~ 
be regarded as higher order norms. 
Who said it? 

[A) Maciver 

< - 1~1 H. M. Johnson 

[CJ Weber 

[D) Nimkoff 

20. Social changes are usually 

(AJ insignificant 

!BJ violent 

(CJ very sudden 

:... {DJ continuous 
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21. When the descent of the individual is 
traced through th«? mother, it is callC<d 

fAJ patrilineal descent 

' jB] matrilineal descent 

(CJ . bilateral descent 

{DJ None of the above 

22. The book, The Sociological Imagination is 
written by 

(A] T. Parsons 

[BJ ·A. Giddens 

(CJ C. Wright Mills 

[DJ None of the above 

. 
I 

23. Affmal kinship refers to 

[A) relationship based on blood 

[BJ relationship based on marriage 

[CJ Both (A) and (B) 

(DJ None of the above 
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24. The word Sanskritization is coined by 

[A) Y. Singh 

[BJ A. M. Shah 

[C) D. P. Mukherjee 

fO] M. N. Srinivas 

25. The process by which we learn to 
become members of society is 

tAJ socialization 

[BJ institution 

• I 
\ 

[C] social control 

[DJ None of the above 

26. Status and Role are the two building 
blocks of social 

\ [A} structure 

[B] action 

[C] interaction 

[DJ control 

l P.T.O. 
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27. Which among the following is not 

ascribed status? 

~A) Knowledge 

[BJ Age 

(CJ Sex 

[DJ Caste 

28. The term 'gender stratification' refers to 
stratification between 

JAJ sexes 

fBJ generations 

(CJ income groups 

(DJ racial groups 

29. Which of the following statements is 

true? 

[A) Society means likeness. 

[B) Society implies differences. 

[C] Society means mutual aid. 

[DJ Society involves both likeness and 
diiferences. 

30. The concept of 'sacred' and 'profane' 
was propounded by 

[A) Max Muller 

[BJ Ogburn 

(CJ Maciver 

{DJ E. Durkheim 
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31. 

~tatements is .,. \ ~~ 
Which of the following \: 

i 
more correct? . ' 

l . a natural science. 
[A) Sociology 19 

I 

. . a social science. 
lBl Sociology is 

· . pplied science. 
[C} Sociology is an a 

. ative science. 
[D) Sociology is a norm . 

32. Stratification refers to 

(A] psychological difference 

(BJ natural difference 

lC] social difference 

[DJ ·political difference 

33. A group involves some degree of _ 

am~mg its members for the attainment 
of common goals. 

[A) competition 

[B] conflict 

~] cooperation 

[D] association 

34. Roles and statuses are often most 

[A) conflicting 

[B) unconnected 

.{C) complementary . 

[D} contradictory 

i 

1 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 

' 
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35. Ethnic groups are also known as 

[AJ deprived groups 

{BJ separate groups 

\ !CJ primordial collectivities 

(DJ waifed groups 

36. The practice of a woman manying a 
man of a higher caste than herself is 
known as 

'-
4
• 1AJ hypergamy 

l (BJ hypogamy A' 

[CJ castegamy 

[DJ sororate 

37. Who has divided social groups into 
horizontal and vertical group? 

(AJ Ross 

(BJ Mauss 

. 
I . · ' 
·\ 'CJ Miller 

[DJ Tylor 
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38. Culture is essentially a set of rul~s 
according to · 

[A] Malinowski 

1'·1Bl Radcliff Brown 

[CJ Parsons 

[DJ Merton 

39. The relationship based on blood ties is 
called 

(A] blood kinship 

[BJ parallel kinship 

I 

1· 
tc1 consanguineous kinship 

[DJ paternal kinship 

40. Which one of the following sociologists 
has identified four kinship zones of 
India? 

(A] K. M. Kapadia 

. · ~J Irawati Karve 

[ C] Pauline Kolenda 

[D] G. S. Ghurye 

I 

(P.T.O. 
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